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This talk 
I shall discuss 2 topics related to the microphysics of 
energy extraction and dissipation of magnetic jets:

I. Plasma injection in a BH magnetosphere and 
consequences for high-energy emission.

II. Preliminary results of 3D FF simulations of 
loop accretion: implications for dissipation and 
HE emission



M87BZ mechanism works



M87 - collimation profile

From Nakamura+ 13

rj ∝ z
0.56

From Nakamura+ 13

rj ∝ z
0.8Collimation break associated 

with the HST-1  knot



Stratified flow in M87

Mertens + 16



M87
Strong flares observed in 2005, 2008, 2010

!! ≈ 10!"!erg!!!!,!!!!!! ≈ 10!"!erg!!!!!!

TeV emission from inner region or a remote, small region? 

Variability time ≈  1 day  ~  rs



Multi-flow

Two flow MHD model
(Garcia + ‘09; Nakamura + Asada ‘13)

Jet-sheath structure in GRMHD 
simulations (Moscibrodzka + ‘13)

disk winds (McKinney ‘06; Globus + AL ‘16)

• Slow components from sheath flow ?

• Relativistic components + HE emission (particularly 
variable  TeV emission) from inner jet ?

Sheath flow

Collimation zone



Emission from sheath flow

Proton temp. in accretion flow is virial:    !!~!0.1!!!!!!!

and$!! !! < 1! ⇒ !!!!,!! < 10!$.$

• Radio emission at small radii arises from sheath.

• VHE emission from sheath requires effective electron 
acceleration there !  

Variable TeV emission from inner jet? Sheath?  
Requires rapid dissipation of B field !!



I. Plasma production and 
activation of BH outflows



Plasma injection in the magnetosphere

Barkov + ‘08

• plasma source between inner and outer Alfven surfaces
• escape time ≈ few rg/c   gg ® e± in AGNs

nn ® e± in GRBs
mass loading ?

Globus+AL 2014



Ø Protons have to cross magnetic field lines. Diffusion 
length over accretion time extremely small.

Ø instabilities or field reversals.  But intermittent 
spark gaps may still form.

• Protons from RIAF ?
• Protons from n decay ?
• e± from gg annihilation ?
• Other source ?

How to produce the required charge density?



Direct pair injection by gg ® e±
Requires emission of MeV photons: 
- Low accretion rates: from hot accretion flow 
- High accretion rate: from corona ?

g g

e+ e- Example:  M87

Li + 16



Direct pair injection
- Low accretion rates (RIAF):  AC may be hot enough 

to produce gamma-rays above threshold 
(Levinson+Rieger 11, Hirotani + 16)

Conditions for gap formation (From Hirotani+ 16)



Criteria for gap formation: non-RIAF
- Intermediate accretion rates:  Disk is cold, but 

corona may scatter photons to MeV energies.  

Model SED of a 5 Mo BH at different states 
(from Chakrabarti + 95)

!!
!!""

< 10!! !
!"!!!

!/! !!
!!!!!

!
!!

Condition for gap formation

Stellar BH:

AGNs:

! ≈ 10!!!!!
! ≈ 10!!!!!



Activation of a spark gaps

• activated when n < nGJ . 
Expected in M87 when 
accretion rate < 10-4 Edd.

• must be intermittent 
(Segev+AL 17). 
• particle acceleration to 
VHE by potential drop.

AL 00; Neronov + ‘07, AL + Rieger ’11, Broderick + 15; Hirotani+ 16, 17



GRPIC Simulations

• Fully GR (in Kerr geometry)

• Inverse Compton and pair production are 
treated using Monte-Carlo approach.

• Curvature emission + feedback included

• Currently 1D local gaps

• Goal: 2D global simulations

With Benoit Cerutti and his Zeltron code 



1D model 
AL + Cerutti 18 

Global structure • Solves GRPIC equations 
along a particular field line

• Magnetospheric current is 
a given parameter

Initial electric flux in 
simulation box



Example   

!! = 10!

!! = !!!!!!!!~! Pair-production opacity across gap

Radiation reaction limit



g  Light curve 

flare

Quiescent state



Luminosity during quiescent state  

Pair multiplicity

e- energy

Photon energy



!! = 0.01!



M87- radio emission ?
!! ≈ 1.8×10!"!cm! ≈ 1!day!,!!!!"# ≈ 3×10!"!!erg/s!!
Density of emitting electrons:!

!! =
!!"#
!!"#!!

!~10!(! !!)!! !!!!cm!!!

GJ density:   !!" ≈ 10!!(2Ω !!)!!!cm!! 

So, not from a gap! Most likely from sheath 

If from jet (baryonic matter): 

!! > 10!"!(!! !!)Γ!!!!(! !!)!!! !erg/s 



II. Dissipation of magnetized jets

Large scale (ordered) B fields:

efficient jet production (MAD, MCAF, etc.)
but stable!  dissipation requires rapid growth of instabilities

Small scale B field:

quasi-striped configuration (good for dissipation and loading) 
Smaller efficiency



Dissipation of ordered field 
Small angle reconnection via CD  kink inst.

10 Omer Bromberg and Alexander Tchekhovskoy
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Figure 8. A snapshot of the central region in our fiducial 3D model M3 at
t = 4400RL/c ⇠ 1.5 s, when the jet head is at z = 1000RL ⇠ 1010 cm, or
about 10% of the stellar radius. The colour scheme in the left panel shows
the log10(r⇥B), which is a tracer of conduction currents, and the right panel
shows the log10(�), which is a tracer of magnetisation. The solid lines how
the field lines of b, the magnetic field as measured in the fluid frame and
traced out in the lab frame. The degree of their twist reflects the degree to
which the toroidal magnetic field component dominates in the fluid frame.
The jet is initially freely expanding sideways out to |z| ' 30RL where it
recollimates due to the confining pressure of the cocoon. The free expansion
region is characterised by a low current density (green colour) and a high
� (red colour; see the colour bar). Above this region, � approaches unity
(green colour) and the field lines become less toroidally twisted. Both of
these reflect the dissipation of the toroidal magnetic field into heat above
the collimation point. There the magnetic field lines converge to the axis
and become unstable to the internal kink mode, which seen as a helical
pattern in the jet (see Sec. 6.1).

refer to this high-resolution simulation as model M3HR (see Ta-
ble 1). Figures 9 and 10, show the longitudinal cross-sections of the
jet along the y�z plane (left panel) and the x�z plane (right panel)
in this high-resolution model. The jet propagates along the z�axis.
The colour schemes are the same as in the corresponding 3D jets in
Fig. 8. Regions where magnetic energy is dissipated are identified
by a decrease in the � parameter accompanied by the high conduc-
tion current. Below the nozzle there is a cone of an opening angle
0.1 . ✓ . 0.17, which is kink unstable all the way down to the
source. The jet becomes collimated at zcoll ' 17 (see Fig. 10), the
opening angle of the unstable cone is in agreement with eq. (16) for
our choice of the initial jet magnetisation of �0 = 25 (see Sec. 2).

Most of the magnetic energy dissipation occurs at the colli-
mation nozzle and above it. In this region magnetic field lines with
di↵erent pitch angles converge and become kink unstable. The dis-
sipation process that follows leads to the straightening of the field
lines, by reconnecting out the local toroidal component and results
in a gradual alignment of the field lines with the helical path of

x y 

z 

Figure 9. Meridional slices of log10(�) through the x � z (left) and y � z
(right) planes, in a 3D jet at time t = 2984RL/c ⇡ 1 s in our high-resolution
3D simulation, model M3HR. Note that the horizontal axis scale has been
stretched by approximately an order of magnitude to clearly show the jet
structure. The jets start out highly magnetised, with �0 ' 25. They recolli-
mate at zcoll ' 17RL ⇡ 1.7 ⇥ 108 cm, converge onto the axis, and develop
an internal kink instability, which is seen as small-scale yellow-red wig-
gles in the jets. The decrease of the magnetisation (seen as the transition
in colour from red to yellow) at the wiggles reflects magnetic energy dissi-
pation via the internal kink instability. Some field lines, which have small
enough opening angles to maintain strong causal contact across the jets, be-
come unstable earlier and dissipate their energy at lower altitudes. These
lines form a ‘wedge’ of lower � that extends down to |z| ' 10RL ⇡ 108 cm.

the jet axis. An example for such small angle reconnection can be
seen in Figure 11. It shows a closeup of the field lines at the col-
limation point, where most of the reconnection occurs. We trace
out several magnetic field lines starting out with polar angles of
✓ = 0�, 20�, 30�, 50�, 70� on the rotating sphere. The left panel of
Fig. 11 shows the field lines in an unconventional sense: it shows
the field lines of proper frame magnetic field, b, that are traced out
in the lab frame. These field lines are useful for determining the
regions that are prone to becoming kink-unstable: this is because
the growth of the kink instability depends on the ratio b�/bp, which
is seen in the figure as the degree of azimuthal winding of the field
lines. These field lines also give an idea of the proper angle be-
tween two reconnecting field lines at the reconnection point. The
right panel of Fig. 11 shows the conventional lab-frame field lines
B. From the comparison of the two panels, we see that the proper
field lines appear to be more disordered than the lab frame ones,
and this can be a factor in encouraging their rapid reconnection.
The volume rendering colour scheme shows the logarithm of the
magnetisation, log10 �. The the high-� jet appears as a dark sil-
houette against the blue low-� background. The colour of the field
lines represents log10 h, where h = w/⇢ is the specific enthalpy. Re-
gions where the field lines are turning red are the regions where the
dissipation is taking place. The green line in each of the two panels
indicates the polar field line, which starts at the north pole of the
magnetar and follows the centre of the jet. As expected from the
causality condition (16) and seen in Fig. 11, the green line begins
to kink even before the jet converges onto the jet axis. The field
lines with larger opening angles begin to kink only after the flow
converges onto the axis. These outer field lines are initially strongly

c� 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–21

Bromberg + Tchekhovskoy ‘16

3D simulations of a magnetic jet propagating in a star 

kink instability requires strong 
collimation.   Develops fastest  in 
a collimation nozzle.

But even then, saturates at 
equipartition.



M87 – parabolic jet

From Nakamura+ 13

rj ∝ z
0.56

From Nakamura+ 13

rj ∝ z
0.8Is this jet stable or not ?



quasi-striped jet
Reconnection of non-symmetric component

Romanova + Lovelace 92
AL + Van Putten 97
Drenkhahn + Spruit ’02
AL+Globus ‘16

Dissipation on  scales:

Difficult to account for  
extreme flares (but see 
next) 

!!"##~!!Γ!!!!"#!! ≫ !! !!



Accretion of flux loops

2D Simulations by Parfrey + ‘15 Kadowaki, de Gouveia Dal Pino + ‘15

Reconnection can lead to electron acceleration in 
the jet + sheath. Potential site of VHE emission.

Van Putten + AL ’03

Spruit, uzdenski, goodman



3D GRFF simulations of loop accretion
Jens Mahlmann (with M. Aloy and AL)

Preliminary results



Conclusions 

Ø spark gaps may form if survival time of coherent 
magnetic domains exceeds a few dynamical times. May 
be the production sites of variable VHE emission.

Ø gaps are inherently intermittent.  

Ø Pair discharges by rapid plasma oscillations, emitting 
TeV photons with LTeV/LBZ ~ 10-5.

Ø strong TeV flares can be produced if gap is restored

Ø Loop B accretion may produce favorable dissipation 
sites near the BH.


